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1. Five-to-One Love Ratio
Love builds up the broken wall and straightens the crooked path.

Love keeps the stars in the firmament and imposes rhythm on the ocean tides.
Each of  us is created of  it, and I suspect each of  us was created for it.

-Maya Angelou

This information was created for the closest of relationships - but most of these interactions can 
be altered and applied to interaction with people in any relationship. Note that, when things in a 
relationship require change or attention, we need to be able to complain but without toxic 
negativity. You need all the fluency of being a great spouse for you, your beloved and as a roll 
model. Soak up all the clues you can get - ask your Lover to check his/her favorite hearts below.

John Gottman’s Magic Ratio: one ‘–‘ to five ‘+’
As long as there is five times more positive feeling and interaction 
between husband and wife as there is negative, 
we found the marriage was likely to be stable.

ENRICHING GIFTS OF LOVE AND RESPECT

★ Show Interest, Pay Full Attention, Listen, Share in Participation
★ Be Affectionate – Touching, In the Eyes, Playfulness, Sexy or otherwise
★ Hold Hands, Arms, Arms Around, etc.
★ Touch His or Her Favorite Way
★ Show You Care: Love Kept Inside Doesn’t Contribute to Your Relationship
★ Be Appreciative, Grateful, Thankful, Admiring, Praising
★ Show Your Concern – Listen, Be Sensitive, Offer Assurance
★ Be Empathetic – Don’t be Self-Centered, Think from His or Her Point of View
★ Be Accepting: Know Your Man or Woman and Don’t Make Them Change
★ Say words of love, appreciation, encouragement, approval, gratitude...
★ Listen Without Interrupting – Be an Active Listener Like a Reporter/

Interviewer
★ Use Endearing, Playful, Sexy or Cute Pet Names
★ Apologize, Accept Forgiveness and Change what was hurtful
★ Forgive and Let Go of Past Injury
★ Put Your Stubborn Face Away and Become Willing
★ Do Nice Things, Acts of Service, Chores, Fair Division of Labor
★ Choose Special Gifts, Big or Small, Surprises, from Lists, or Shopping Together
★ Plan a Date for Your Beloved, Plan it Together, Casual, Glamorous, Sexy, Silly, 

Exotic, Shock & Awe… Do It! (It’s not entirely selfless fun, is it?)
★ Interview Your Loved-One, Show Your Full Attention, Learn something New 
★ Compliment His or Her Appearance in Ways He or She can Enjoy
★ Accept Compliments Sincerely and Feel the Love Given
★ Joke Around, Share Your Wit, Lightheartedness, Be Playful and Happy 
★ Flirt, Seduce, Romance Him or Her, Get the Chemistry Warmed-Up
★ Share Your Joy, Laugh Together, Celebrate with Enthusiasm
★ Smile…..Smile…..Smile and SMILE MORE!

*5 of  these types of  expressions of  love and respect as above erase one of  the negatives.
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Toxic Communication – THE 4 POISONS

DON’T EVER USE TOXIC NEGATIVITY 
Criticism, Insults, Defensiveness and Using The Silent Treatment are
NOT FOR ADULTS, they’re only for ‘SOAP OPERA DRAMA’
When things in a relationship require change or attention, we need to be able to complain.*

1. Criticism or Blame
• Placing blame; it’s your fault. Pointing a finger away from yourself makes you a 

victim
• Put-downs put you in the role of the dominating and abusive parental role
• Critical comments or attitudes expose your inability to solve the problem
• Evaluating or judging negatively - so you don’t have to look at your part

2. Contempt - Intention to Insult
• Name-Calling Dehumanizes and Insults, Violates and Betrays
• Hostile Humor: Insults Wrapped in a Hurtful and Cynical Blanket
• Mockery and Put-Downs – Arrogant Bullying, Disengagement, Abusive
• Body Language – Sneering, Rolling the Eyes, Curling the Lip in Disgust

3. Defensiveness
• Denying Responsibility – It’s not my fault! (Sounds like a victim to me!)
• Making Excuses (Again, a powerless victim.)
• Disagreeing with Negative Mind Reading: “I Know What You’re Thinking…”
• Cross-Complaining: One Complains – the Other; Instead of Looking to Solve 

the Problem, Brings Up His or Her Own Complaint.
• Rubber Man/Rubber Woman – I’m rude? You’re the one…
• “Yes-But” ing: Don’t play Bunny and Rabbit Ya’ But or The Courtroom Game
• Repeating Yourself – Broken Records are boring, disrespectful and insulting
• Whining – playing Poor Little Me: you name yourself a martyr
• Body Language – 55% of Communication is Visual Cues and Your Posturing is 

Just as Caring or as Hurtful as the thoughts Behind It.

4. Stonewalling (85% stonewallers, those who refuse to talk, are men)
Avoidance, Pouting, Shutting Down or Refusing to Communicate Conveys: 
Disapproval, icy distance, smugness, etc. This destroys the interaction and possibilities 
to discuss and solve the problem. Most people who refuse to talk have given up; they 
think that it’s useless to even try because of  conflicts which have been left unresolved.

*COMPLAINTS: Avoiding problems, disagreements, unpleasantness can be 
Defensiveness or Stonewalling – we need to be able to solve our problems. We do this 
with complaints. Complaints point out the problem without pointing a finger of 
blame. When we complain, we also have the willingness to discuss possible changes to 
make sure the problem is solved and resolved and won’t continue to be an irritant. 

1.Complain with a request for change.
2.Discuss as partners rather than adversaries or enemies.
3.Use the Marriage Meeting to find solutions.
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3. the Five Basic Love Languages

A happy marriage is a long conversation which always seems too short. 
–Andre Maurois

FIVE LANGUAGES: Dr. Gary Chapman has determined that there are five Love 
Languages: 
1) Quality Time, 2) Affectionate Touch, 3) Acts of Service, 4) Words of Affirmation and 5) 
Gifts Received. Each person has a ranking of  which languages are their favorites. 

BECOMING MORE LITERATE: The following exercises  are designed to assist you in 
the development of your private language of love. Often we have different styles, needs and 
expectations. So, you want to carefully teach your partner how you want to be loved.  In a 
Designer Marriage, you are also willing to learn and use your partner’s  preferred love 
language.

ARE YOU SPEAKING YOUR PARTNER’S LOVE LANGUAGE? In the chart below, 
decide which is  your number one love language and then number the rest according to how 
you rank all five. Then, think about your partner and see if you can accurately rank them 
according to what you guess are his/her priorities for feeling loved by you.  Test your 
assessment by getting your partner’s ranking and see how close you came!  

From The Five Love Languages: How to Express Heartfelt Commitment to Your Mate by Gary Chapman 1992.

  Love Languages	 My Ranking      My Guess for    My Partner                                                             
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 My Partner

1) Quality Time	 ________	 	 _________	 ________

2) Affectionate Touch________		 _________	 ________

3) Acts of  Service	 ________	 	 _________	 ________

4) Affirming Words	 ________		 _________	 ________

5) Gifts Received	 ________	 	 _________	 ________

Heather Carlile, MA, LPC. 
801 E. Campbell Road, Suite 152, Richardson, TX 75081  214-636-5889             

designermarriage.com   rewritingyourfuture.com

http://www.heathercarlile.com
http://www.heathercarlile.com
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 Current Caring I Receive from You
1. CURRENT CARING: To begin teaching your partner your love language, complete 
the following sentence in as many ways  as you can. Use behaviors, words and symbols your 
partner is currently using that make you feel cared about and loved. Act as  a gentle and 
considerate guide by being specific, concrete and positive.  Try to focus  on highly 
repeatable items.

 I feel cared about/loved when you . . . 

 How You Loved Me When!

2. ROMANTIC MEMORIES: Now let yourself picture memories  of the romantic 
phase of your relationship when you felt loved as your partner did or said certain things. 
Take care to include the little things that made a difference to you and made you feel 
special. Complete the sentence below in as many ways as you can recall. For clear 
communication, use descriptive, quantifiable phrases.

 I felt cared about/loved when you used to. . . 

It is not a lack of  love, but a lack of  friendship that makes unhappy marriages.
-Friedrich Nietzche
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 I Wish You Could…

3. HOPES AND DREAMS: There are, perhaps, some caring and loving behaviors  you 
have always wanted but never requested. They may come from your Parental Portrait 
wound, needs, values, stories, hopes, fantasy, experience, or your image of an ideal partner. 
Describe them below in positive, specific language. See if you can use playful and practical 
quantifiable phrases!

 I would also feel cared about/loved if  you would . . . . 

 How I Say, “I Love You!”

4. SHOWING I CARE: There are some things that you do for your partner that are 
actions  of your care and love. Your partner may not understand the importance of your 
action. For your partner’s information, share them below.

 I am saying, I love you and care about you when I . . . . 
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Marriage Meetings
• Direct communication: honest and respectful.
• Brainstorm ideas: inspiring and playful.
• Structured problem-solving: intelligent and goal-oriented.
• Planning and scheduling: creates quality and order.
• Safe place to air, forgive and/or work out grievances.

The first few meetings may feel clumsy and self-conscious if  you haven’t tried this before.  
However, the benefits of  discussing ideas, needs, values and complaints as well as planning 
work and play in a safely structured setting reinforce the pattern for kind and respectful 
living at home.

 Meeting Format instructions

Guidelines:
• GOALS: Meeting goals are communication, understanding and agreement
• FAMILY MEETINGS: If  you wish, this may be a Family Meeting. Help all of  the 

members of  the family participate as equally as possible (incorporate younger 
children as you can).

• WIN/WIN OUTCOMES: Focus on win/win outcomes--solving problems (rather 
than complaining or arguing).

• ALL ARE HEARD: Take care to listen and to hear desires/opinions, not to judge 
or to give advice. Fairness maintains trust and makes the meeting effective.

Logistics:
• TIME: Same time weekly, about 30 to 60 min. (be respectful and stay on time). 

Longer discussions are tiring and can defeat the purpose. If  you need more time, 
schedule another meeting.

• AGENDA: Post an agenda so anyone can add an item for consideration.
• CHAIRPERSON: Rotating chairperson like in a business setting, keeps the 

meeting focused on the agenda items and on time.
• SECRETARY: Have someone make notes of  the meeting for the agreed-upon 

commitments and to make sure the agenda is up-dated and posted.
• QUALITY AND RESPECT: Use respectful and safe communication techniques 

(*see below).

Meeting Procedure:
1. Read minutes of  last meeting.
2. Discuss 'Old Business' items.
3. ‘New Business’ from the agenda (posted during the week so 

members can add to the agenda).
4. Summarize points discussed and agree on individual 

commitments or compromises, who agrees to do what by 
when.
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5. Set next meeting time. Post the new agenda.

Sample Agenda Items:
• Family members’ weekly schedule, tasks and activities.
• Discuss problems or issues.
• Plan family fun, meals, quality time, etc.

5. Safe Communication

1.Focusing
2.Sharing
3.Mirroring
4.Problem-Solving

1. Focusing: Choose agenda item.

2. Sharing: Person involved shares ideas or airs a grievance courteously without 
emotion.

3. Mirroring: The other person(s) reflect what they heard by ‘mirroring’ the 
speaker’s ideas without emotion. They may begin their sentence with: “What I 
heard you say is...” 
Person either confirms accuracy of  the mirror or re-phrases the point for accuracy.
Speaking and mirroring continues until clarity or understanding is achieved.

4. Problem-Solving: Person asks for what they need. Other person(s):
a) mirrors, 
b) checks for accuracy and
c) either agrees or suggests a compromise.

Our Family Meeting Book: Fun and Easy Ways to Manage Time, Build Communication, and Share 
Responsibility Week by Week by Michele Borba, Elaine Hightower and Betsy Riley

For detailed instructions on family meetings including ideas when an elderly parent needs 
care and when a social worker might attend the meeting for special assistance.
www.caregiver.org 

801 E. Campbell Road, Suite 152 · Richardson · TX 75081    214 · 636 · 5889
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 Meeting Agenda

Date __________________  Time ____________ Location _____________________

Old Business

New Business

                 
                               	 	

  To Do       Who	   By When


